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INTRODUCTION

underlying representation include (a) a specification of how any partic-

A theory of parsing must explain how sentences are processed, Specifically, it must explain how a serially presented surface string is analyzed into its underlying representation, Two central components of the

ular constituent is configured with other constituents , which we refer
to as syntactic attachment; and (b) an assignment of semantic roles to

constituents , which we refer to as thematic role assignment. This repspecifies what goes with what in
resentation for a sentence generally

a sentence , as well as the semantic relations holding between one constituent and another. Constructing this representation under the limits

imposed by the serial order of a sentence string constitutes a large part

Consider the two parse trees shown in Figure 11.1. These trees con-

of what is required to read and understand a sentence.

sist of the same constituents , but they differ in how the constituents
attaches to the sentence
attach into the tree. In the first case clearly

node (8), and in the second case it attaches to the verb phrase node
(VP), Does this have any consequences? Certainly. The point of syntactic attachment constrains the possible thematic roles that a constituent
is attached to 5 , it fills the role
can fill. In the example , when clearly
of a parenthetical comment of the speaker; when it is attached to VP
it modifies the verb , specifying the manner in which the writing was
done (Jackendoff, 1972), Of course , constraints in the other direction
may also hold, That is , the thematic role that a constituent is to fill will
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Qrnething about the verb;

if one wanted to specify something about the

A~termine the place where it attaches onto a parse tree. Thus , if one
wanted to attach a parenthetical comment into a parse tree , it would get
attached to S to provide sentential context rather than to VP to specify

clearly

the letter

then the constituent would

the letter

wrote

performed or the instrument that was used ,

action expressed by the verb , like the manner in which an action was

John

wrote

get attached to the VP node.

Clearly

John

FIGUR.E 11.1. Examples of parse trees.
, This simple example exemplifies the major theoretical concern to be
tackled in this chapter , which can be summarized thus: In reading, can
fitctors associated with thematic roles - specifically, semantic factors ~onstrain the initial syntactic attachment of a constituent? The reason
this question is particularly important is because the initial constraints
irisentence processing have often been viewed as originating in the syntiiJC. In this chapter we question this view. We do not intend to deny
may play some role, Rather
we seek evidence for the influence of semantic factors in the context of
thep~ssibility that syntactic considerations
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influ ence
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the

sentence,

a model in which syntactic and semantic factors jointly
course of constructing the initial representation of a

TWO VIEWS OF PARSING

The relationship between syntax and semantics cannot be dealt with

For example

independently of a consideration of the cognitive architecture in which
thes ~ pote !1tial sourc es of influence ?a:ve their effect , tha~ is , without a 111'
consIderatIOn of parsmg models. ThIS IS because the archItecture places

given the configuration shown in Figure 11.2A , Processor B could never

limits on the directionality of influence within a model.

directly influence Processor Ai Processor B could only use whatever
output Processor A decided to send it, If Processor B could generate a

feedback signal , as shown in Figure 11.2B , then it could affect Processor '\

A'

, but only after Processor A had produced some initial output and
Proc ~ssor B ?ad evaluated it, cr:herefore , whatever c ~ntribu~io!1 factors
assocIated wIth Processor B mIght make to processmg, thIS mfluence

will always be with respect to the output of Processor

Disposes

and 2B schemata can be

processor and Processor B

processor , then Figure 11.2A

syntactic

The Standard View: " Syntax Proposes and Semantics
semantic

If we label Processor A as the
as the

used to describe the general constraints on information flow in one class

, 1972).

of parsers , which we will refer to as syntax- first parsers, Processor A J '
does syntactic attachment; Processor B instantiates and evaluates the . il
thematic roles of the attached constituents. In parsers of this class , se- '
mantic processes can filter syntactic output but cannot influence initial ~ I
syntactic processing (Bresnan & Kaplan , 1982; Ford , Bresnan & Ka- '

The operation of the syntactic

processor in syntax- first

models is

plan ! 1982; Forst~r , 1979; Kaplan & Bresnan , 1982; Rayner , Carlson
FrazIer , 1983; Wmograd , 1971; Woods

first parsers,

Principled.

On the one hand ,

, N V Adv NP PP VP S'

the parser could be guided

colleagues (Frazier ,

1978; Frazier

:II

. ,f

,i

i \

subject to two types of guidance , which are , by definition , in the syntax"
These two types of guidance allow us to identify roughly two subclasses i 1
of syntax1.

category of words and phrases (e,

general syntactic principles , that is , by a set of rules that specify
the attachment of a constituent based strictly on the grammatical

1974), Frazier and

and the partial configuration of the parse tree when the principle is
applied, Examples of these sorts of principles are Right Association
(Kimball , 1973) and the Canonical Sentoid Strategy (Fodor , Bever

& Garrett ,

1987; Frazier & Fodor , 1978; Frazier & Rayner , 1982; Rayner et al.
1983) have proposed various versions of syntax- first models that are

output

I PROCESSOR B I

signal

I PROCESSOR A \
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lexical input =?

lexical input =?

lexical input

output

FIGURE 11, 2. Syntax- first schemata (A and B) and multiple-constraint schema (C),

, especially important exemplars of this subclass as the models configure phrases into a parse tree largely through guidance from principles
(e,g" Minimal Attachment and Late Closure), These principles are
presumably so powerful that the syntactic processor in these models
initially computes just a single s~ructurally preferred analysis of a
sentence consisting of phrasal configurations specified by these genLexical,

Another subclass of syntax- first models consists of models

eral principles.
2,

that use lexically specified arguments and complements associated
with heads of phrases (Bresnan & Kaplan , 1982; Chomsky, 1981;
Ford et aL , 1982; Kaplan & Bresnan , 1982; Mitchell & Holmes , 1985)
- referred to here simply as sub categorization frames - in addition to

syntactic principles, Ford et aL (1982), for example , use information
about the preferred grammatical functions associated with verbs in
and are activated

order to make initial decisions about syntactic attachment, These
sub categorization frames are stored in the lexicon

when the verb is initially encoded, The syntactic processor in a sense
looks at the verb and asks , What do I expect from this word syntactically? If the preferences that these frames represent are strong, they
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influence initial syntactic analysis; if there are no strong lexically
based preferences , default syntactic preferences direct parsing.

The Alternative View: Multiple Constraint Satisfaction

An alternative class of models consists of those in which construction
of syntactic and conceptual representations occurs in parallel , with syntax and semantics exerting mutual influence on each other. For purposes
of discussion , we need only extend the syntax- first schemata as shown
in Figure 11.2c to illustrate that in this class of models syntactic principles , lexically encoded information about arguments and complements
sub categorization frames - and conceptual
of heads of phrases - that is ,

knowledge can influence parsing from start to finish, Models in this
class include interactive models of the type proposed by Just & Car-

penter (1980), MacWhinney (1986), Marslen- Wilson and Tyler (1980),
McClelland (1987), St. John & McClelland (in press), Thibadeau , Just
Wilson (1977), In these

I"~

ij'

fl.

~II

and Carpenter (1982), and Tyler and Marslen-

models , it is generally assumed that graded activation and competition

" there is probably an expectation for an instrument that

HIl'I

: ~; i

:mii

allow information from multiple syntactic and semantic sources to work
together or to compete with each other , with the interpretation that

is most consistent with the information and most internally consistent
winning out over other alternatives, Syntactic processes could dominate
in some cases , but semantic information could dominate in other cases
depending on the relative strength of each source,

How is Comprehension Related to Parsing?
According to syntax- first models , syntactic attachment is initially
done without considering semantic information, Of course , it is true

that the syntactic relevance of semantic information has ' been noted in
lexically based models and that these models incorporate into the syntax
features like animacy and a few other selectional features, Detailed consideration of roles and their plausible fillers is , however , against the spirit

of syntax- first proposals, Thus , we would not include within this class
those models in which the actual semantic characteristics of a phrase or
the thematic roles it might fill with respect to other constituents could

influence the initial decisions made by the syntactic processor,
Multiple-constraint models include syntactic constraints on initial
processing, A major difference is that they also include semantic constraints, The syntactic attachment of a constituent that is being read
and the role that is assigned to this constituent are immediately sub-

with a,

ject to what that constituent and other constituents in the context are
all about, For example , in the sentence fragment
Joe stirred the coffee

, " the expectation for the prepositional phrase

Joe

is like a spoon; if the fragment were Joe stirred the paint with a,
the expectation would probably still be for an instrument , but one that
chose the paint with a,

was somewhat different from a spoon. And if the fragment were
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would presumably be altogether different. Thus , according to this view
comprehension and parsing cannot be separated,
THE RIGORS OF READING

upon reaching

clearly

,The analysis of a sentence in a left- to-right serial fashion is typical
ofreadirig, Time and time again , the reader faces uncertainties about
a,itachment and assignment because information is not yet available to
could be interpreted in accord with

For instance ,

clearly

fofce one or another decision.

:John clearly wrote the letter ,

conby
~tther Figure ILIa or 11.1 b. The ambiguity could be lessened
tent preceding the constituent - for example .4s the handwriting expert
-, or it could be rehimself has testified, John clearly W1'Ote the letter
John clearly wrote the letter
content following the ambiguity ,s6ived
by

garden path sentence

The horse raced past the barn fell.

.4 for style.
In some cases , the ambiguity encountered
received an
and
arid manner of initial resolution lead to disastrous consequences , as in

the well- known
The horse
fills the theHere , the late occurring final verb is a cue that
is not the main
raced
m;aticrole of patient rather than agent , and that
vei'bbut rather a participial form , which requires major revisions that
some people are unable to grasp even after considerable thought (Warner

&;(;lass , 1987).

Processing Expectations
What does a reader do under these conditions of uncertainty? On
, it appears that readers are sensitive to the alternative

11li~' one hand

Frazier

constructions possible when faced with ambiguities , as discussed in the
fesearch on verb-complexity (Fodor , Garrett , & Bever , 1968; Holmes
&' Forster , 1972; Shapiro , Zurif , & Grimshaw , 1987). Further , readers appear biased in the initial syntactic attachment of constituents , as
discussed in part in the research on verb preferences (Clifton ,

expectations

&Connine , 1984; Connine , Ferreira , Jones , Clifton , & Frazier , 1984;
Holmes , 1984 , 1987; Mitchell & Holmes , 1985). It was our view that
readers were sensitive to what a sentence was about , and the content
of a sentence suggested itself as a potential source of processing preferences. It was our goal to show that the ongoing process of constituent
by
prior content. This
attachment and role assignment was influenced
for further processing and provided an imcbntentset up

Our studies centered on a particular syntactic ambiguity that has

pO:rtant source of guidance.

decisions are guided

by

general syntactic principles. Our intuitions

been the focus of previous studies that purported to find evidence for
a/'syntax- first model and , in particular , for the view that initial parsing

k6wever , suggested to us that , in this particular construction , syntactic
preferences were in fact relatively weak and that attachment and role
assignment seemed more susceptible to semantic guidance based on the
specific content of the sentence. We chose to study this construction as

The spy

saw

saw

237 '

phrase,

with a revolver
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the cop

FIGURE 11. 3. Examples of parse trees. A, Minimally attached prepositional
B, Nonminimally attached prepositional phrase.

a test case , not because we felt that syntactic influences on processing
are necessarily weak in general , but because we felt that content- based
influences on initial processing would be most easily observed in the
absence of strong syntactic bias,
The ambiguity in question is the ambiguity in the attachment of

prepositional phrases in sentences
like
(1)
and (2). The target conphrase (PP) that follows the
object noun phrase (Object NP) in the first clause. This PP could atstituent in both cases is the prepositional

tach either to the VP node or to the ObjectNP
node
,
as
shown
in
Figure
11.3. As shown in Examples 1 and 2 , the target phrase is followed
by
conjunction signaling the beginning of a new clause.
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binoculars

but the cop didn

cop with a revolver but the cop didn

the cop with
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1. The spy saw

see him,
2, The spy saw the

see him,

IS PROCESSING GUIDED ONLY
BY GENERAL SYNTACTIC PRINCIPLES?

Minimal Attachment
In the first experiment , we wanted to simply show that general syntactic principles were not adequate by themselves for accounting for the
types of guidance people used for syntactic attachment, We therefore
co,ntrasted expectations based on general syntactic principles to those
prediction that attachment and assignment of the critical prepositional phrase would be influenced by the
based on sentence content, The

specific content in the sentence comes directly from the view in multiple-

constraint models that other sources besides general syntactic principles

influence initial processing,
The syntactic principle that is relevant to guiding the attachment for
a revolver in Examples 1 and 2 is
or
with
with binoculars
phrases like

of

a phrase

nodes, Fig-

the syntactic

of

Frazier s minimal attachment principle (Frazier , 1978; Frazier & Fodor
1978; Frazier & Rayner , 1982; Rayner et al" 1983), which states that
minimum number

the sentence; that is ,

initial syntactic decisions will favor the simplest attachment
of

processor favors the structure with the

into the phrasal representation

ure lL3 makes this notion concrete, According to minimal attachment
will be to the VP node
both sentences
of the PP in
the initial attachment
- that is , it will function as a complement to the verb saw , as shown

in Figure lL3a, The reason is that such an attachment of the prepositional phrase does not , on Frazier s account , require the construction
of
the
of new nodes in the syntactic tree that represents the structure
of a complex noun phrase - as in
sentence, Attachment as a constituent
on the other hand , does , according to Frazier
revolver~he, cop with
require the construction of a new node - the one that represents the
as shown in Fig-

complex'noun phrase as a whole , under which the simple noun phrase

the cop and the prepositional phrase are both attached ,

ure lL3b, If minimal attachment makes an implausible decision , as with
attached to VP would be , a thematic processor can veto this
revolver
decision , based on its access to likely thematic arguments of verbs and
vy:orldknowledge , and could require syntactic reanalysis, This reasoning
fits, a syntax- first model of the Figure lL2b type,

Experiment 1
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Although results in Rayner et al. (1983)
for
sentences like I and
2 fit the predictions of minimal attachment and supported a syntax-

that the specific content

first model , it seemed intuitively possible , and consistent with reason-

ing according to a multiple-constraint model ,

preceding the prepositional phrase in their stimuli predisposed so-called
We therefore used the original pairs of matched

minimal attachment,

sentences from Rayner et al, and constructed an additional set
of sentence pairs
for
which we felt the content preceding the prepositional
phrase predisposed subjects towards non- minimal attachment , as illus-

trated in Examples 3 and 4,

3, The couple admired the house with a
but knew that
friend
it was overpriced.
4, The couple admired the house with a
garden
but knew that
it was overpriced.
In order to quantify subjects ' expectations for either minimal or non-

frames

(that part

minimal attachment , we submitted the Rayner et al. stimuli and the
Taraban and McClelland stimuli to two tests of ' expectedness, ' One was
a cloze task in which subjects completed sentence

the test sentence up to the noun in the prepositional phrase) with the
frames

and rated prepositional phrase comple-

first completion that came to mind; the other test was a rating task in
which subjects previewed

tions using a scale worded in terms of ' expectations ' (these completions
of subjects), The results
of

the stimuli clearly showed that subjects ' ex-

were used in a reading task with another group

from both of these tests

of

the prepositional

pectations for Rayner et al. frames were for minimal attachment of the
prepositional phrases , whereas expectations for the Taraban and McClelland frames were for nonminimal attachment

and the amount contributed by the specific

content of the sentence

phrases,
We then collected word- by-word reading times for the sentences , using a self- paced task in which subjects answered a comprehension question after each sentence that they read, Our main goal was to determine
the amount of guidance provided by the minimal attachment principle

which , as noted , are two distinct sources of influence, The results for

the Rayner et al, stimuli are shown in Figure 1 L4a , indicating that
minimally attached phrases had a significant total reading time advan-

tage
of
94 ms compared to matched nonminimally attached phrases
computed over the noun- filler and the three words that followed (e,

McClelland stimuli produced just the opposite effect on reading times

binoculars
but the cop vs,
revolver
but the cop), This replicated the major finding in the Rayner et al. study, The results for the Taraban and

1 The complete set of stimuli for this experiment and for the next experiment , as
well as a full description of the procedure and the statistical results , are provided in
Taraban and McClelland (1988),
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with nonminimally attached phrases showing a total significant reading

un-Illlo,
1+3

revolve' (NP-No"nmlnlmal)

1+2

1+3

440

420
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Content. Not General Syntactic Principles. Makes the Difference
The expectation ratings and doze task showed that one set
of
sen-

pectations to favor Object- NP attachment. The reading

times showed

tence frames set subject' s expectations to favor VP attachment of the
prepositional phrase , whereas another set of sentence frames set ex-

that these expectations were not epiphenomenal with respect to reading;

of

the

rather , they produced significant differences in reading time. When attachment expectations fit the attachment required by the content

sentence , reading times were faster compared to cases in which expectations did not fit. To determine whether there was any evidence that

minimal attachment played any role in performance with these stimuli
we simply combined the results from both sentence sets and looked at the

subjects are influenced to expect

overall advantage of minimally versus nonminimally attached sentences.
As shown in Figure ll.4c , the principle itself made little difference in
reading times , producing an insignificant total difference of 12 ms over
the four critical word positions,
Although these results do not strictly rule out the minimal attachment principle as one source of guidance , they reflect the influence of
other sources besides general syntactic principles on the attachment that
a subject initially expects. Specifically,

400

a particular attachment for a constituent based on the specific content
that precedes that constituent in the string, Thus , an important factor

i'.,

1m!

J~ I

:.1

::Dk

~J .

It.;i

between expectations , attachment , and reading difficulty that we have
reported here cannot be accounted for by any general syntactic prinCiple

ill

:Ir)

i;1

ga,don (NP-Nonmlnlmal)

tI:

WORD POSITION

f+ 1

of which we are aware - that is , by any principle that does not consider
the content of the sentence - , as ' the expectation effects occurred in sentences that differed in the content , and not the syntactic constituents , of
the sentence frames, Minimal attachment may have played a small role
below the level of detection possible in our design. For the remaining
studies , though , we continued to focus on the role of content.

'1I11

380

380

binoculars

The violation of content- based expectations appears to cause processing difficulty, as we found in Experiment 1. In that experiment , we
tried to quantify expectations for syntactic attachment , in accord with
the specific type of prediction that minimal attachment makes. But
several aspects of subject' s expectations may have been violated in that
experiment , because presumed violations of attachment expectations
covaried with possible violations of thematic role expectations for the

THE SEPARATE CONTRIBUTION OF THREE TYPES
OF CONTENT- BASED EXPECTATIONS

in the on- line processing of sentences is the degree to which the ultimate attachment of constituents in the sentence actually matches the
subject' s expectations for these constituents, When these expectations
are violated , subjects experience difficulty relative to cases in which expectations are fulfilled. It should be noted that the particular interaction

340

(e,g"

1: Reading times (ms) for th"" noun- filler and the three

blnocula,a (VP-Mlnlmal)

1+ 1

WORD POSITION

VP-Mlnlmal

1+2

WORD POSITION

1+1

Experiment

noun-filla,

t;Ip.e advantage of 69 ms when compared to matched minimally attached
p'llrases , as shown in Figure llAb.

~1;

ms ..

ma'

440

nou""lIlIo,

FIGURE 11, 4.

~~rds that followed for Rayner et al. stimuli

but the cop) (Panel
versus

A)"j for Taraban and McClelland stimuli (Panel B)j and fDr minimally-attached

nonminimally-attached stimuli (Panel C),

~AQ
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the critical phrases

prepositional phrase and also with possible expectations for the noun-

~iiExamples 1 and 2 require different attachments , but they also re-

fll).er for the prepositional phrase, For example ,

Perhaps it was the violation of the expected

11, PARSING AND COMPREHENSION
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a discussion of how thematic roles were identified, ) To determine (1)
we used a doze task identical to the one in Experiment 1. The set of
frames selected for the experiment showed 90% agreement between the
attachment and role associated with completions in the doze task and
the attachment and role required of noun- fillers in the fully consistent
condition. To determine (2) a separate group of subjects rated the ex-

pectedness of the noun- fillers , as in Experiment 1 , and they additionally
rated the plausibility of the fillers in the context of the sentence frames.

tl;)i:Jloculars vs. revolver),

d~Jvedifferent thematic roles (instrument of seeing in 1 and possession
OJ the cop in 2), and these are instantiated with different noun- fillers

Q.(perhaps it was neither the violation of the expected attachment of

t~ematic role of the prepositional phrase that determined processing
d,ifficulty, rather than the violation of the expected attachment per se,

s~:bject' s expectations for a particular noun- filler. Subjects may have

ffi,eprepositional phrase nor of the expected thematic role of the prepo~i'tional phrase that produced the effects but simply a violation of a
h~d Ii. select pool of candidates , or perhaps a single candidate , in mind
f&I the noun- filler , given the prior content of the sentence, For a verb
:ti:hrase attachment , for example , and a particular role , like instrument
there are clearly better and worse instances of appropriate instruments
in the context of a particular sentence, The data from Experiment 1

influence, In fact

ment 1. An examination

Count for a Lot
The reading data were collected in a manner identical to Experiof mean reading times by position in Figure

Expectations for Thematic Roles and for Thematic Role Fillers

holding everything else constant,

of the plausibility and the expectedness of the noun- fillers , indicated
the effects of manipulating these factors for the noun- filler itself, while

expectations , and the comparison of (c) and (d) was a relatively pure
indication of the processing cost of violating attachment expectations
over and above the cost of role expectation violations, A comparison
of conditions (a) and (b), on the other hand , which differed in terms

and (c) or between (c) and (d), as was hoped for. As we closely matched
the plausibility and expectedness of noun- fillers in conditions (b), (c),
and (d), the comparison of conditions (b) and (c) in the reading task
was a relatively pure indication of the processing cost of violating role.

the noun- fillers showed a significant difference in expectedness and plausibility between conditions (a) and (b), and no differences between (b)

The sentences in the remaining conditions violated expectations for
the filler; filler and role; and filler , role , and attachment , as follows, The
second condition' used less-expected and less- plausible noun- fillers , according to the results of the rating tasks , but fillers that were consistent
with the expected attachment and role for the phrase. The sentences
in the remaining conditions included the expectation violations of the
previous conditions and added a new one: the thematic role of the
prepositional phrases in condition (c) did not fill a role subjects were
expecting; the attachment of prepositional phrases in condition (d) was
not the attachment subjects were generally expecting, in addition to the
roles being unexpected , as in (c). The results .from the rating task for

do not help to separate out these various sources of

factors associated with syntactic attachment

he two conditions for the Rayner et a1. and Taraban and McClelland
~tiinuli confound all three sources. It was important to ascertain that we
were indeed tapping into

Ij-nd role assignment , and not simply factors associated with particular
nqun- fillers, If processing was in fact subject to all three influences , we

wa~ted to know their relative effects.
Experiment 2

One way was to identify a set of sentence

We needed to consider , then , how to measure the effects of violations
of expectations for each of these sources of influence without confounding them with the others.

frames such that each one evoked a consistent expectation for' an attachment and role for the prepositional phrase, We could then find four

different noun- fillers for each frame , creating four different prepositional
phrases, These four prepositional phrases associated with the same

frainewould differ according to the way in which they violated subject'
expectations. The following is an example set of four sentences , with
the labels used for the experimental conditions shown in parentheses:
5, The janitor cleaned the storage area with the
a, broom (Fully Consistent)
d, odor (Less- Expected Attachment)

b, solvent (Less- Expected Filler)
c, manager (Less- Expected Role)

11.5 shows significant effects for two types of expectations, One is an
expectation for the noun- filler that instantiates a thematic role. High
expectedness and high plausibility for noun- fillers in the fully consistent
condition and moderate expectedness and plausibility for noun- fillers
in the less-expected filler condition produced a significant difference in
reading time of 40 ms , summed over the noun- filler and the three words

than when they were not (e,

are (1) consistent with subject' s ex-

because of many complaints,

Phrases in the first condition

broom because of many)

following it. That is , there was a total advantage of about 40 ms over all
four words when noun- fillers were more highly expected and plausible
solvent

(e.

pectations for the attachment and role of the prepositional phrase , and
(2) the particular word used for the noun- filler is actually quite good
for that rol e and attachment, (See Tarab~n & McClelland , 1988 , for

ill
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because of
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for
of

of

the

expectation that was important was for the the-

and for each

the prepositional

attachment

many), This effect was produced in sentences that were con-

sistent both with respect to subject' s expectations
phrase,
Less-Expected Attschment

Less-Expected Role

f+3

Less-Expected Filler
Fully-Consistent

f+2

WORD POSITION

+ 1

prepositional phrase arid thematic role assignment

460

440

420

400

380

360

340

noun-filler

of

FIGURE 11. 5, Experiment 2: Reading times in ms for the noun- filler
the three words that followed (e,g. broom because of
many),
The second type

matic role of a phrase, A violation of this expectation produced the most
qramatic effect in this study. The less-expected filler condition shows
reading times for sentences in which the noun- fillers disambiguated the
role of the prepositional phrase in accord with subject' s expectations
for the thematic role of the phrase , whereas the less-expected role conclition shows reading times when the role required by a sentence for
the prepositional phrase was inconsistent with expectations, Attach~ent was held constant for sentence pairs in these conditions , and filler
expectedness and plausibility were controlled, Phrases that could be as~igned a role in accord with expectations (less-expected filler) produced
120
ms over all four words
abighly significant total advantage of about
solvent because of
many) compared to those phrases for which the
role required by the sentence for the phrase was not in accord with role

T"'"""'
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processing, ,

expectations (less-expected role) (e,g. manager because of
many), Relreading effects in general , this violation of thematic role

ative to on- line

expectations produced a substantial slowdown in

Quite surprisingly, violations of subject' s expectations for the syntactic ~ttac~ment of prepositional phrases produced little addition
1l;1 processmg dIfficulty over and above that already produced by thematIc
rolei'
violations, The phrases that were neither in accord with attachment,
expectations nor thematic role expectations (less-expected attachment),
showed a nonsignificant total additional disadvantage of about 16 ms \
over the critical four words (e,g"
odor because of
many) compared to ,
the condition in which attachment was in accord with expectations but
the thematic role required by the sentence for the prepositional phrase
was not (less-expected role) (e, manager because of
many),

Semantic Violations?

The evidence so far is consistent with the view that the guidance that ;Jil

content provides requires comprehension processes, This is most dearly '

of

thematIc role vIOlatIOns, The doze "

intricate webs of weightings

is using them, It seems that 1 ~

considers

So for the instantiation of a thematic role filler , which resulted in dear (
solvent for example , cannot '
differences in difficulty, Fillers like broom or

for

and actions,

who

be evaluated for their value as instruments unless one also

what they are instruments for and

objects ,

comprehension involves just these sorts

~gents ,

A sImIlar case can be made

betwee ~

task that , we used to e:camine subject' s expectations for the
I?-atic roles: '
gave subjects ample tIme
to form a conceptual representatIOn
of the ,

i.

frame , and it is presumably on this basis that subjects provided completions in that task, The predictive value of the doze data is dear in the.. ~
reading data, This combination of data suggests that the expectations
for thematic roles in the on- line reading task , like the expectations for ' ;;1 '
the fillers of those roles , were activated in the course of comprehending; r

the sentence (cf" Schank , 1972 , 1975), rather than through processes:
that did not require comprehension , like the activation of lexical sub- ;

categorization frames, .

Finally, the time course for all the violations - noun filler , thematic _.
role , and attachment - pr ~vides additional sup~ort for the v~ew that the '
effects depend on semantically based expectatIOns that gUIde the first ,

phrase into a representation!
for the sentence, Figure 11, 5 shows that regardless of the type of vi- ,

attempts at integrating the prepositional

aspect of the completion that does not fit, The type of violation

deter-

olation , a slowdown in, processing occurs almost immediately to some J ~;

ji

' i.

mines how much additional processing is required for resolution, With ,
more accurate tracking equipment , we could perhaps find a detectablej
diff~rence in the point where the various violat ions , are noticed by ~he
subject, But for now , the effects seem to fall prImarIly on the word 1mmediately following the word that instantiates a filler and disambiguates

the attach~ent and role assignment of the prepositional phrase, Again , ! " I

~J~

frames,

a sentence as they go along

what all these violations have in common is
of

on comprehension processes - rather than arising from lexical

attempts to make sense

, argue that
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i~, j~ easier to

tl;J.at is ,

P,Meci , on readers '
!!J!,hcategorization

THE STRONG PREDICTION OF
MULTIPLE- CONSTRAINT MODELS

Lexical models and multiple-constraint models differ in how they use
m,odels allow for the influence

of

lexically encoded information on initial

semantic information to guide initial processing, Multiple-constraint
easily encoded in a lexicon , like con-

processing, but as we have stressed , they also allow for the influence of

in lexical models constituents are

of

semantic information that is not
straints arising from the interaction

specific participants and things

described in a sentence, In contrast ,
that is stored in sub categorization

the constituents in a sentence

and used in order

frames about likely arguments and

initially configured without semantic guidance, Specifically, information

of

omplements for heads of phrases can be accessed
to;configure the syntactic attachment

and , additionally, to label their thematic roles , without giving these
onstituents a semantic interpretation, This allows for the major work
the syntax and reflects the

of sent ence representation to be done in

rationale behind syntax- first models,
Chomsky (1981) provides the theoretical impetus for this view , by
of

a sentence and

providing a strictly feed- forward connection between the lexicon and
grammar that construct the syntactic representation

Finally, the lexical- functional

that component that interprets the sentence, The Marcus (1980) parser
is!dosely related to this sort of thinking in that syntactic representation
is. viewed as relatively foolproof without requiring close communication
with interpretive mechanisms, The syntactic processor passes its output
onto a case frame processor in a strictly feed forward manner , and any
syntactic ambiguity that requires semantic resolution is handled with
an interrupt to the syntactic processor,

grammar (LFG) parser of Kaplan and Bresnan (1982) fits a similar mold,

Thematic role labels are accessed in the lexicon and are associated with
thel1espective constituents in a representation of structure and gram-

1TIatical function , but the role information is sufficiently independent
of syntactic processing to be passed on and interpreted by a separate

echanism (Halvorsen , 1983), Indeed , processing in an LFG parser is
intricately worked out without much concern for semantic/conceptual

nan , 1982),

interaction (Bresnan & Kaplan , 1982; Ford et al" 1982; Kaplan & Bres" As long as one limits one s view to verb- based subcategorization
1982), syntax- first guidance appears to be

frames (cf. Ford et aI. ,

model predicts that guidance based on the words that appear

m1J.nageable yet powerful under some sort of priority ordering system
fpr;examining all possible expansions of the verb phrase, A multiple-

~!!)J.'l~traint
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in the next ex-

in a sentence is not always that simple but may depend on the influence

of constituents beyond just the verb head. Therefore ,

periment , we sought to demonstrate the effects of another constituent
reading, as before,

- the Object NP - on expectations for attachment and role assignment
in on- line

Experiment 3

This experiment used the same sequence of syntactic phrases as the
previous experiments , and the constituent. of interest again was the postverbal prepositional phrase but with the following difference, In this
experiment , we constructed sets of four sentences that held the subject
noun phrase , main verb , and preposition constant , but varied the object
noun phrase , as shown in the following examples:

the

but he was not very sympathetic,

inconsistent

with subject' s expectations)
consistent
city (noun phrase attachment in source role;
with subject' s expectations)

steps (verb phrase attachment in locative role;

6, The dictator viewed the masses from the

7,

consistent

with subject' s expectations)

petitions from the
The dictator viewed
prisoners (noun phrase attachment in source role;
inconsistent

with subject' s expectations)

podium (verb phrase attachment in locative role;
but he was not very sympathetic,

phrase attachment in

With one object the attachment and role for the prepositional phrase
expectations are different from the
object.
For
that are consistent with subject' s

attachment and role that are consistent with the other
evokes an expectation for verb
example masses

object

to shift expectations from one

and one that was inconsistent with those

petitions
evokes an expectation for noun
the role of location , whereas
of the
phrase attachment in the role of source , when used in the context
sentence frame in the example, For each object , there were two prepositional phrase noun- fillers: one that was consistent with expectations
given that particular

The goal in using these stimuli was

expectations,

particular attachment and role assignment for the prepositional phrase
obto an alternative attachment and role assignment by changing the

those in the inconsistent conditions. A stronger test of the expectation

ject noun phrase. If expectations actually shift with a change in this
constituent , then we should predict faster reading times in an on- line
reading task for all sentences in the consistent conditions compared to

shift would require One analysis using the sets of consistent and inconsistent sentences for which subjects are expecting verb phrase attachment

ft I

'i'

If;

'III.'

,i:1
t,

,I
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(VP- expectation) and a separate analysis
using the sets of consistent

and inconsistent sentences for which subjects are expecting noun phrase
attachment (NP-expectation) , After all , the change in the object is
posited to modulate expectations for attachment regardless of the site
of attachment. The VP-expectation and NP-expectation sets each provide for a test of consistency over frames that use the same verb , and
could show whether there is actually only one consistent cell over the
whether there are truly two

as required for a clear test of the hypothesis at hand.

fQur conditions associated with a verb or

cq.nsistent cells ,

. Eighteen stimulus quadruples like Examples 6 and 7 were used for
this experiment. 2 The sequence of pretesting and reading was identical

t9.Experiment 2,

The Object Noun Phrase Influences Expectations and Reading
Times
When we compared reading times for noun- fillers and the four words
that followed in sentences in the consistent condition to those in the
inconsistent condition there was a significant total net advantage of

illS for consistent prepositional phrases. Word- by-word reading times
comparison of consistent to inconsistent sentences are
shown in Figure 11.6a , and separate times for objects that evoked

for the overall

expectation for prepositional phrase attachment to the verb phrase and
those that evoked an expectation for prepositional phrase attachment

to the Noun Phrase are shown in Figures 11.6b and 11.6c.
In the overall analysis , faster reading times could not be dependent
on a single specific attachment , because the consistent conditions cross
attachments, In the analysis by type of attachment expectation (VPconsistent sentences could not
depend exclusively on a particular verb frame , since the verb was held

or NP-expectation), the advantage of

constant across the VP- and NP-expectation sets, In fact , minimal

attachment and verb- based lexical models would both predict null effects
for Consistency, for these reasons, Faster reading times for the consistent
cdnditions were found though and can reasonably be attributed to the
modulating effect of the particular object noun phrase on the attachment

androle assignment that subjects were expecting for the prepositional

phrase.

, In pointing out that the object noun phrase is a source of influence
on attachment and role assignment , we definitely do not want to suggest
that it has this influence on its own. Although the other constituents
in a frame were held constant for purposes of this demonstration it is

this experiment and a list

of

the stimuli is in Taraban (1988),

virtue of the other constituents that appeared with them in the frame.

we believe , fairly clear that the particular objects had their influence by

of

fan be obtained from the first author.

2 "
Afull description

an,4:

'1"'"
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Experiment 3: Reading times in ms for the noun- filler

words that followed (e.g.
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sole source of

to show that the main verb in a senThe point of this experiment was
tence is not necessarily the sole bearer of information about the likely
arrangement of constituents in a sentence , but that that information
may in fact be more widely distributed, With even just a single other
potential source of influence , any sort of priority ordering of promising
attachments and assignments to adopt in advance of definite information , as suggested in verb- based lexical models , becomes quite unwieldy
and inefficient, If it turns out that information is as widely distributed
then a priority ordering is most definitely out of the ques-

as suggested ,

through

but the method of im-

tion. Therefore , not only is the verb questioned as a

influence by the experimental results at hand ,

influence of just a single particular con-

plementing information from that particular source , that is ,
be questioned.
to

, This experiment showed the

sub categorization frames , is also

stituent - the object noun phrase - on the attachment and assignment
to
suppose that there are other
of another constituent, It is reasonable
.sources, Some of these might be major constituents , like the subject
be outside the major clause in a subordinate clause (e,

noun phrase , as suggested by some off- line work by Oden (1978), Other

'I'yler & Marslen- Wilson , 1977) or could be quite abstract , like the ref-

i~Ources could

erential presuppositions of a phrase (Altmann, 1987; Altmann & Steed-

limited in scope , does fit the pattern of other findings and falls within

;man , 1988; Crain & Steedman , 1985), Thus the finding here , although

the predictions one would make with any of a number of models that
fan)n the class of multiple-constraint models.

THE MAJOR ISSUES CONSIDERED

Use Prior Content to Guide the Initial Attachment

Throughout this chapter we have argued that our findings suggest

Role Assignment of a Constituent?

Did Subjects

iI. nd

that the sentence content preceding a constituent evokes expectations for

Reconsidered

the thematic role and attachment of the constituent, Is this argument
justified?
Having an Expectation "

The argument remains somewhat opaque and difficult to evaluate
without first considering what it means to have an expectation. There
are .various ways of construing the capacity of an expectation to exert
its influence. We consider two distinct ways , which we very loosely label
latent
model. According to the active
model and the
active
hel'e as the
model , expectancies about attachment and role assignment are activated
reaching the disambiguating material that determines the fit of
riorto
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these expectancies with the disambiguating material. 3 When the fit is
good , the pre-activated expectations and the subsequent activation of
constituents composing , the disambiguating material go through easily,

some degree prior

to

being used to process forthcoming

relative to the case in which the fit is not so good, The distinguishing
feature of this view is that the expectations that a person holds are
activated to

material. In the latent model , this is not so, A person reads through
the content of a sentence and only attempts to form a representation for

content as it is made available, Multiple possible syntactic attachments
and role assignments for constituents do not come into play until the
person reaches the disambiguating material and must process it, At
this point , some role assignments and attachments go through more

both cases ,

processing would be slower in the region of disambiguation

easily than others given the ,particular preceding content , not because
they are already active but because the preceding content affords some
constructions of the constituent more readily than others,
The end result , empirically, of the active and latent models would
be the same , at least in the experimental paradigm that we adopted. In

when the disambiguating material did not fit together very well with
the way that the prior content disposed subjects to initially process it.
The data that we collected do not help to distinguish between these two
possibilities, In fact .it is not clear what paradigm would,
The force of the argument made in this chapter , though , does not
in the end depend on which model - active or latent...,. most accurately
describes the course of processing. The thesis is that the content prior
sets people up to initially attachc
to the disambiguating information

and all the data are consistent with this claim. '

constituent and assign it a role according to one set of possibili,ties J,:,ather
than another ,

Fit of the Filler as a Possible Confound

There is a possible alternative explanation of the data that has noth-

it deserves careful consideration,

ing to do with expectations. As an alternative explanation would weaken
the thesis ,

Perhaps , it might be argued , we were not so much observing a violation of expected roles and attachments in the data but a difficulty in

integrating the noun- filler of a prepositional phrase into the attachment

consider Sentences 8 and 9 from Experiment 1.

and role to which it ultimately fits, To make this argument concrete

8. The doctor examined the patient with a stethoscope, , ,

9. The doctor examined the patient with a toothache,

not so much because the prepositional phrase in 9 actually

it might
be argued ,

Subjects process Sentence 8 more quickly than Sentence 9 ,

3 Kurtzman

abandonment

according to

(1985) described a number of possible models of this sort , that vary
the point and extent of activation , and the processes that are included
and reinstatement of hypotheses,
like the

;!II'

1:'

if'

Ii:

I~'

: t

: ,I

~~~l
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yiQ!ates their expectatians far rale
toothache

and attachment - they might test

fits less well into the role

of

modifier-of-

and attachments in parallel withaut any preference far .one aver

another- but because

"an, Iales
of instrument-of- the-verb,
fits into the role
stethoscope
tb:~Fpatientthan
of Exper~:\: This interpretation seems quite consistent with the results
~m~~t 1 , because in that experiment , it is possible that (on the average
~~y~ay) the pre I?ositional phrase noun- fillers that , suppasedly vial ~ted
~u:bJects ' role assIgnment and attachment expectatIOns fit less well Inta

4 This being

case , it could well be that the difficulty subjects had with the un-

their ultimate role given the prior content of the sentence,
tl).e ,

~~pected versions of the prepositional phrases in that experiment could

broom

vs.

solvent

vs.

manager

vs.

odor)

and the sec-

h~:ve reflected a difficulty finding a coherent interpretation of the entire
fit
seJItence, Therefore , beginning with Experiment 2 , we treated the
for a particular attachment and role as a factor distinct
of,a noun-filler
of a phrase; the first
from the
fit of the attachment and role assignment
factor was quantified using expectation and plausibility ratings for the

noun- fillers (e.g"
The
janitor cleaned the storage area with the

oJIdJactor was quantified using a cloze task for sentence frames (e,g"

, In Experiment 2 , We showed that noun- fillers that are judged to fit
~ess well with the prior content result in longer reading times relative to
fillers with a better fit, However , the remaining results of Experiments
:~Land 3 are difficult to reconcile with the view that all we faund were effedsof this sort, For in these experiments , we found that prepositional
pJtrases whose noun- fillers were matched for plausibility and indeed alsa
expectedness could still differ in the amount of slowing they
duced , as a function .of whether the attachment and role that the

JoJ.';I.'~te:d
Pl1():

from

prepositional phrase was interpreted as filling matched the attachment
and role that the subject expected based on the prior content of the sentence. This fit- to-expectation effect for attachment and role assignment
problems with integrating the

wits thereby shown to be separate

notui- filler into its ultimate role and attachment,
Summary

In summary, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 are all consistent
with the general conclusion that subjects generate expectations for the

expectations to guide the processing of those constituents, The differ-

'attachment and role assignment of upcoming constituents and use these

seem to indicate that the prior content of the sentence leads the

ences we obtained between conditions in which the prepositional phrase
attached and took a role as expected and those conditions in which it

did n ot

or implausible

4 Kurtzman (1985) provided an analysis
of the Rayner et al, (1983) stimuli that
with this view, In a rating study he conducted , he found that the

is ,compatible

tlbil'minimal completions were " more unlikely, unusual, unexpected ,
minimal completions,

'~p'-':'213) than
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subject to set up some menta) structure that is more ready to accommadate a prepositional phrase fillillgone attachment and role than a
prepasitianal phrase filling another attachment and role, When a com-

pleted prepositional phrase fits these expectatians -- even if it does nat fit
it particularly well - processing goes through much mare quickly than it
does when the prepositional phrase requires a different attachment and

role,

Did Subjects Use General Syntactic Principles for the

Initial Attachment of Constituents?
The major gaal in Experiment. 1 was to see haw much of the tatal

pracessing difference between matched pairs of sentences cauld be accaunted for by the specific cantent compasing the test sentences, But
we also wanted ta see whether any effect remained to be accaunted for
by general syntactic principles that cau)d arrange constituents into the
ultimate canfiguratian they would hold, Principles such as these would

be useful far guiding pracessing, The relevant principle was Frazier
minimal attachment principle. As we shawed in Experiment 1 , the predictian made by this principle did nat hald up ta the data , specifically,
the principle did not appear t.o playa rale in guiding subjects ' attachment decisians, The evidence we provided , admittedly, is .only relevant
to the prepasitianal phrase attachment at hand, Evidence far minimal

attachment in ather cases , or evidence far ather principles , needs ta be

evaluated on its own merits,

What is the Locus of Content- Based Guidance?
The hypothesis that we were pursuing here suggested that the 1.0-

.of the main verb in a sentence. Once one entertains the passibility

cus .of cantent- based guidance would not. be limited ta the influence

that other constituents besides the verb can influence attachment and

source and chose rather ta attempt to shaw the

influence .of the abject

assignment expectations , .one is left with a multitude .of additional passible saurces , far example , the subject , the abject , madifiers .of these
form for these phrases.
vs, indefinite
the
phrases .or even a definite
We were unable ta examine the influence .of each potential additional

noun phrase, Demonstrating the influence of this canstituent wauld at

identical. If the abject were

nat a saurce .of

least show that the verb is not the sale saurce .of guidance, In Experiment 3 , we therefore canstructed pairs of sentence frames (the content
up to and including the prepasitian) that differed in the abject used
but that were otherwise

bath frames and that attachment and rale should

have autperfarmed

guidance , the same attachment and rale shauld have been expected for

other possible attachments and ra)es in on- line reading, We shawed
however , that far these particular test sentences , it was nat possible
to predict which particular attachment and role would be facilitated in
an- line reading by simply loaking at the main verb. There are findings

'Ht \
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ill the literature (Altmann , 1987; Altmann & Steedman , 1988; Crain
& Steedman , 1985; Oden , 1978) indicating influences of other factors
though not all of these studies showed their effects on on- line processing,

Are Thematic Roles Assigned by the Syntax?
We know that violations of thematic role expectations produce slower
which role expectations are fulfilled,

This was a finding in Experiment 2, A question of major theoretical

processing relative to the case in

importance is whether the thematic role information had been semantically interpreted at the point when the slower processing times occurred
derlying cognitive architecture must be like,

as an answer to this question is relevant to determining what the un-

. One could place thematic role information associated with heads of

phrases in the lexicon, This information as well as information about
the arguments and modifiers of these lexical items could then be used
to construct a structural representation of a sentence, Chomsky (1981
within core grammar. Kaplan and Bresnan (1982; Bres1986) does so

like agent and in-

constituents are placed

nan&Kaplan , 1982; Ford et aL , 1982) use lexical entries similar to
Chomsky s, In both cases , thematic role information is passed on to
a. semantic processor , but the thematic roles themselves can be viewed

initially, at least , as part of syntax, That is ,

into a structural representation with various labels ,

strument , but these labels are initially assigned without consideration
for the meaning of the constituents filling these roles, According to this
view , semantic interpretation is not required in order to benefit from the
guidance provided by thematic role information , resulting in a model like
Do the longer reading times in our data reflect a mislabeling of con-

Figure 11.2a or 11.2b,

stituents based on a projection of role labels from individual lexical en, one could argue , that each lexical head could have
preferred structural and thematic assignments stored with it, After a
tries? It is possible

mano,ger

is not a good instrument of cleaning in

The janitor cleaned the

role is assigned and submitted to semantic processing, reassignment of
roles may take place based on world knowledge , for example , that a

, . There are a number of prob-

although we will not totally reject this possibility,

storage area with the manager because,

lems with this view ,

The implications of this view , though , are worth pondering,

. In the , first place , heads may h ave multiple sets of attachments and
roles, associated with them, This is evident for verbs , which often can be
transitive , intransitive , or associated with sentential complements, The
same could be true of noun heads in noun phrases , which could have
modifiers that are likely to appear with them to one degree or another
with pepperoni
house
or
for
with a garden
for example , modifiers like
Thus , the lexicon could provide information about individual
fprpizza,
ite:rnsto a syntactic processor , but (a) this would most probably need

,tpbe, a weighted list of possibilities , and (b) these would probably have
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to eventually find

it',

a mutually consistent representation for all the constituents, '

to be evaluated in parallel in order for the processor

together

The notion of a weighted list of possible expansions for heads of
phrases presents a possible paradox for a lexically based , head- driven
model. This is because many heads of phrases may not
in themselves
strongly support a preference but may nevertheless contribute to a

strong expectation about forthcoming constituents when taken

However , hypotheses about the right role and attachment for a

with-

with other information in the sentence, For example , m aT'T'i ed " head "
of a verb phrase , allows many possible attachments and roles , so that if
one were to simply look at the distribution of possibilities for
maT'T'ied
there might not be a single strong contender to rely on for guidance, !fI

, in advance of the complete prepositional phrase , may be strong by
virtue of all the preceding constituents, In the context of
The woman
maT'T'ied the man with,
. the preposition reliably evokes an expecthe man

and if the

kissed

and the object
verb were

beat

and the object

the man

as a de scriptor of a possession ,

money

or

with a

a Corvette,

the man we might

we might expect

like

tation for syntactic attachment of the prepositional phrase to the noun

phrase

mop,

If the verb were

of the sort

we found could be attributed to

i :1

; I.

expect
with affection,
As is evident , these three verbs are associated
with varied attachments and roles, The verb itself may in many cases
constrain the possibilities for how the sentence will be elaborated, By
itself, it may only weakly constrain the possibilities; in concert with the
other constituents it may strongly constrain the possibilities, Complex
associations between lexical items are not typically considered to be part
of a lexicon so it would probably fall to the work of the syntactic pro- 1:'
cessor to sort through the weighted lists for each lexical item in order
to find a representation for the constituents, But facts about women
liking men with Corvettes seem to be outside the purview of a syntactic \11"
processor and an associated grammar. Therefore , a model that relies
on a weighted list of options for individual entries and a pure syntactic 11)
processor that uses this information would probably fail to account for
the effects of conjunctions of constraints emanating from combinations
of heads of phrases,

Then , conjunctive effects

One way out of this might be to posit complex lexical entries that
captured intricate weightings between agents , actions , and objects,

these complex lexical specifications that are semantically uninterpreted,

We argue here , that although possible , this sort of position is unattractive because it is tantamount to requiring that people introduce everything that they know about the world into sub categorization frames
simply for the sake of analyzing language in the syntax, A model that
is consistent with our data and that is more attractive in light of these
considerations is a multiple constraint satisfaction model.

:HU 1
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Prepositional Phrases Arguments?

do attachment and role assignment for modifiers

Our answer to the question " Are thematic roles in the syntax?" is
that they may be , but if so , they have a tenuous existence within the
sYI).tactic processor , which , it seems , can only call on other processors
t;oevaluate them. One objection that could be raised against us is
~hat prepositional phrases of the sort that we have been using are not
f~alIYarguments of the verb , and other mechanisms may be necessary
fOr processing them , but that a core grammar applies to true arguments
gave and their
put
and a PP- goal for
of verbs - like a PP- locative for
ine matic roles are safely " in the syntax,
, ' One way of responding to this claim is to invoke Occam s razor and
ask why one should separate verbs according to the consistency with
which they take labels, If there is a mechanism or some combination of
i!1~chanisms that can

a.Il~ complements , that is , the less- intrinsic associates of a constituent
wJiy must another device be postulated for processing the more- intrinsic
associates , that is , the so-called arguments? Multiple-constraint deassignments for both

arguments and complements , without additionally requiring any sort of

\rides , as described below , can presumably make

Processing considerations do not bode well for the idea that argu-

preelassification of verbs,
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The experiments here provide a real boost for the importance of ex-

pectations for thematic roles per se in on- line reading, In order to model

question throughout using no more than a handful of broad distinctions

this influence in a computational mechanism , it would be good to get
a firm grip on exactly what a thematic role is, We have handled this "

seems that language is capable of nuancing any distinction that one

like instrument , that have an established place in the literature, Yet it

would care to make in a way that could influence the way we process
information that falls into these categories, There are , for example , a
doctor s instruments , a musician s instruments , and an aviator s instruments , and for each we may have certain beliefs that can be influenced
b,Y the particular type of action ~ss ~ci8;ted with them , the , agent , t~e ' ,II

cIrcumstances , and so on, The pomt IS sImply that taxonomIC thematIc
roles may not be fine- grained enough for most of the distinctions that
we commonly make , and a role for any particular constituent could be

The rabbi said the prayer

I

shaded by the other constituents that it appears with, There is only
suggestive evidence for this view here, The fit of noun- fillers , though, in
Experiment 2 has some bearing on this issue, For example Hanukkah I;
The choir sang the carolan Hanukkah but it
is not such a good filler in

would probably be considered a good filler in

put

mentscan be assigned by the syntax without input from other sources,
for example , which is oft touted as requiring NPCdnsider the verb

patient and PP- locative arguments, Can such information be applied

In both instances , the prepositional phrase locates the

action in time , though a subcategory of these temporal phrases is obvi-

agentive subjects, This may be true in Sentence 12 ,

is discussed in Lyons (1968), is that process verbs , like die

!~~I I

,I

~~l

,

points out , it is not true in Sentence 13, Another claim is that agents '
are supposed to be animate, If we compare Sentences 14 and 15 , neither '
of which has animate subjects , we see that we could accept an agency

stone
in 15, This is because a
stone
in 14 but not for
wind
argument for
would , most typically be used , by someon~ to break a window , so it, is

more

1973), If this is true , then elaborating 15, as in 16 , now

mstrumental than agentIve, The wmd , though, could be consId, because it is using its own energy in carrying out the
ered agentive
action (Cruse ,

gives the stone critical features of agency,

from our sins,

:I

cannot have , r'
but as Cruse (1973) ,

The intricate nature of thematic roles is evidenced in the limited
s~ccess linguists ha~e had in deViSi ng test~ for the presence of any partIcular role, One mIght expect that a role hke agent would be one of the "
easiest to handle, One claim that has been made about agency, which

singing a carol.

ously more appropriate for the rabbi saying a prayer than for the choir

on Hanukkah,

with no concern for what the constituents mean? Sentences like 10 and
put N P 017,- P P in- P P illustrate that it
, which follow the sequence
put
the person can reliably expect a locative ar2~n:not, Upon reading
gument to follow , but (a) cannot know how many potential locatives will

appear, and (b) if more than one potential argument appears , cannot
be positive about how to organize them, Any single PP in Sentences
put because all the
, 11 could fill the required slot for a locative for
prepositions heading these phrases are capable of filling a locative role,
put,
Therefore
Combinations of PPs could also fill the required slot for
seems to represent a very predictable case , this is only true
put
1:t\though
ut' lexical represenfhr' single- PP cases, It might still be argued that
~tion proposes an initial parse of such sentences which must then be
checked by semantic processes and potentially undone when subsequent
information becomes available, :Further research is required to distin, in which we assume

g1lish this possibility from the one that we prefer

the processor forms a conceptual representation as it goes along and

lets this influence initial decisions about constituent attachment in all
cases,
10. The cook put the roast on the table in the kitchen,
11. The cook put the roast on the table in the oven,

12, Christ died,
13, Christ died in order to save us

15, The stone broke the window.

14, The wind opened the door,

.iJiiit
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broke the window.

16. As a result of the explosion ,

a stone flew across the road and

These examples show that it may be difficult to find a small set of
features that defines a thematic role like agency. What also becomes

dear is that a constituent is not necessarily endowed with a thematic
:Foleby virtue of its own features but gets part of its role from features

governing

other constituents (see ,

e, , Chomsky,

constituent is an adverb , which is not usually considered to be of much

of the constituents that it appears with. A striking example of this
is found in the comparison of Sentences 17 and 18 , where the critical
importance in terms of

1981). Yet , here the adverb plays a critical role in modulating the
thematic role structure for the sentence. In Sentence 17 , the adverb
negates critical features of agency that John might have
accidentally
affirms John s agency (Cruse , 1973).
had. In Sentence 18 carefully
17. John accidentally pushed the door open,
18. John carefully pushed the door open.

Given the empirical results from our experiments demonstrating the

hnportance of thematic role information in on- line processing, a plausible model would have to provide a mechanism for using this information
early on in the process of representing a sentence. Given the kinds of
subtle effects one can glean from the example sentences , this mechanism could not limit itself to the features of individual constituents in
finding a role for that constituent; rather , the role for any particular
constituent would emerge both from the features of the constituent itself and from the features of other constituents that it appeared with

in a sentence. The appropriateness of a thematic role filler thereby becomes dependent upon an intricate interaction of the semantic features
of all the constituents in a sentence, To our knowledge , the McClelland and Kawamoto (1986) model is the best to- date for amalgamating
these fine distinctions from a large multitude of input features, Knowlwhich others and the implications
edge of which features interact with

pro-

of these interactions is gained through exposure to sentences that describe events in the real world. Within this model , there may be gross
regularities in the co-occurrence of features , one of which might be lapeled the instrumental role. A finer- grained analysis could presumably
reveal clusters within these broader distinctions , corresponding say, to
the typical instruments of a doctor as opposed to a policeman.

A Multiple Constraint Satisfaction Network
Some years ago , Forster (1979) postulated a model of sentence

cessing that consisted of a linear chain of processors , with each processor
accepting input from one , and only one other processor. This was an
As it appears from our data that

syntactic

autonomy of syntax model , and Forster considered it more promising
theoretically than a model in which any processor could be influenced

by any other processor.

processing can be influenced by thematic roles and related conceptual

~_m__

that is
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the network eventually ~

information , there is reason to suspect that syntax is not autonomous
and further , that alternative models should be seriously considered. We
think that models that have been proposed in recent years that belong
to the class of multiple-constraint models provide an attractive alternative to those models in which syntax shuts itself off' from higher- level
sources of influence and is insensitive to the guidance that these sources
of information afford.
St, John and McClelland (in press) provide one example of a multiple constraint model. The model consists of a pool of densely inter, a parallel distributed processing nE;twork. In

connected units ,

the course of processing a corpus of sentences ,

learns to assign thematic roles to constituents based on syntactic and

sema~tic constraints , and is able to d~sam?iguate ambiguous wor~s , in- '
stantiate vague words , and elaborate ImplIed roles, As each constItuent

proves to be ~ncorrect based on subsequent in-

of a sentence is encountered , the model updates its representation of the
sentence as a whole , and if information early in a sentence indicates one
interpretation tha~ late ~

put , the model adjusts Its representatIOn. In such cases , however , there .
is a more dramatic change in representation than in cases where subsequent input is consistent with the initial interpretation. Such changes i

take time , allowing the model to account for effects

of violations of ex-

The various capabilities of the St. John and McClelland

~;I

pectations on processing.
model cor- :

McClelland model does not in fact contain several processors which ex-

, the St.

respond in some sense to the mutual influence of multiple sources of!
John and
information on each other. Interestingly, however

ecute distinct types of rules , for example , inference rules , syntactic rules , , rl
and semantic rules, Information is encoded internally in the connections' I

in an integrated network , and these connections allow the network to'

mechanism is even less princip led

and structured than any that FO rster

act as if it knew the rules, At first glance it may seem that such ai

might have envisioned and certainly rejected, However , the network is , ; I
actually carrying out an extremely delicate and subtle weighing of the

of finding (through learning) a set of factors that , when appropriately

various sources of evidence, If they are aU treated together , it is only. !.
because all of them are required for the network to solve the problem: '

:I

' 1

weighted , allow it to correctly interpret the sentences that it is asked to , : f
process. In fact , the learning procedure that governs the adjustment of: \

must '

connection strengths is implementing what we take to be an extremely

central and basic principle: that multiple sources of information

be taken into account and appropriately weighted so that the model's r
interpretations of sentences are minimally discrepant from the interpre- . !

tations that sentences actually have in the world. It is this principle ,,
of minimizing discrepancy, rather than some artificial principle of decomposability, that governs processing in the St. John and Mcclelland'

model.

There are encouragIng sIgns both on experImental and computatIOnal:
fronts for multiple-constraint satisfaction networks. At this juncture , it .

il1!; ;

"26'P
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seems as promising to seek out more empirical evidence for multiple
c'6nstraints in sentence processing and to explore the computational asp:ects of these data as to hold fast to the view that syntactic processing
is 'encapsulated from other sources of influence.

CONCLUSION: A THEORY OF PARSING NEEDS
A THEORY OF READING COMPREHENSION

syntactic attachment independently of other systems. The parser would

, : If the evidence actually suggested that syntax- first models were adethen it would be possible to develop a theory of parsing that did

!lPl1te ,

pesensitive to feedback from other processors , in the case of implausible
constructions , for instance , but the parser would maintain its autonomy.
It~ading would consist of parsing plus something else , specifically, the
~qditipnal independent outputs of conceptual and discourse processors.
, The picture indicated by our data suggests something different. Parsin the narrow sense of constructing a syntactic representation in-

iAg,

~ljcating the relationship of grammatical constituents to one another

appears to keep close company with conceptual processes. Syntactic attachment is not solved autonomously from the process of constructing
tpe conceptual representation of the sentence. Our data consistently
same type of constraints that govern the final fully

sl1owed that the

b~Jerpreted representation govern on- line processing. The final reprebased on a consideration of real-world objects and
s~l,Jtation is clearly

F~~p.tions. The close relation between data from two independent sources
--::::(a) the doze data and rating data in which subjects could fully interpret the sentences and (b) the closely monitored on- line reading times
~uggest that subjects are drawing on the same body of information in
syntactic
oth cases. Therefore , it appears that the computation of

structure depends on semantics.
guide pro-

generated in response to characteristics of other con-

ii Multiple-constraint models predict that expectations that
Gessing can be

~ti;tuents of the sentence besides the verb , for which we have found some
evidence. We expect that more evidence of this nature will be forthcgqLing. These models also predict guidance from pre- or extrasentenal c()ntext. Therefore , it should be possible to demonstrate the effects
of the discourse context in which a sentence falls on the immediate exPectations subjects hold for constituents that they are in the process

of representing (cf. Altmann & Steedman , 1988; Perfetti , this volume).
'rhetruism that reading is for understanding makes sense in light of a
CDJmtiple-constraint model , for this model suggests that the conceptual
representation for a sentence and the discourse are used by the reader to
tru.ctpre,expectations for those parts of the sentence that remain to
encountered. If it is true that parsing draws on the kinds of information
~p.drepresentations that reading comprehension is all about , then to
JJ'IJ,derstand parsing one must also understand comprehension.

--r-
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